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By Ken Datzman

The secret to saving is simple: Create a plan to put

away money and stick with it, never wavering.

The tough part is having the discipline to save — even

small amounts of money — on a regular basis, month–

after–month, year–after–year, with a specific goal in mind,

be it retirement, college tuition, or an emergency fund, for

instance.

Getting into the habit of saving is something that

seems foreign to Americans of all ages.

The household personal savings rate is at the lowest

level since the U.S. financial crisis in 2008, at 6.2 percent

of disposable income, according to the U.S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics, and is continuing a downward trend.

Personal savings averaged 8.8 percent from 1959 until

2019, reaching an all–time high of 17.3 percent in May

1975 and a record low of 2.2 percent in July 2005.

Despite one of the strongest economies in decades, only

one–in–four Americans feels financially prepared for

retirement, according to new research by the Certified

Financial Planners Board of Standards Inc., in collabora-

tion with global research firm Morning Consult.

Nearly eight–in–10 (79 percent) also “do not feel

reassured” that they have the best retirement savings

strategies available to them. This may be a result of

consumers not knowing what options exist, as three–in–10

do not know if their current employer offers a retirement

savings plan and one–in–four say saving for retirement is

“too complicated.”

Most alarming, according to the research, roughly

1–in–10 Americans wait to start saving for retirement

until after 50 years of age.

“You should start saving when you are young because

there is this beautiful thing called ‘compound interest.’

Time is your greatest ally in saving. There is no other way

to describe it,” said Certified Financial Planner and

Certified Public Accountant Kenneth Whittaker, president

of the Whittaker Cooper Financial Group and branch

manager with Raymond James Financial Services Inc.

His firm has the resources of Raymond James,

including its cutting–edge technology and systems, such as

integrated financial–planning software, performance

reporting, customer–relationship management technology,

high–quality research, and more.

If it has been difficult to start saving, start small. Set

aside a minimal amount on a regular basis to get into the

habit of saving. Once you’re comfortable with saving a

small amount consistently, you can increase it, suggests

Whittaker.

About 17 years ago, he expanded his CPA firm into the

financial–planning arena. Today, his practice offers a full

slate of financial–planning expertise, including retirement

planning, estate planning, investment management,

education planning, small–business planning, and

insurance planning, as well as charitable–giving planning.

Albert Einstein called compounding the “greatest

mathematical discovery of all time.” Compound interest is

the money you make on an investment that has already

been invested and has made interest. Compound interest

In 2020, Certified Financial Planner and CPA Kenneth Whittaker of the Whittaker Cooper Financial Group will mark his 35th year in business.
Whittaker, whose partner is Wayne Cooper, expanded his CPA firm in 2002 and began offering full financial–planning services. His company
is affiliated with Raymond James Financial Services Inc. His firm, through Raymond James, offers a full suite of longevity–planning services.
Whittaker sits on Raymond James’ Longevity Advisory Board. He is at Whittaker Cooper’s main office in Melbourne.
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Whittaker Cooper Financial Group grows with Brevard County

1.2 inches x .35 inches

6.5 picas x 2.7 picas

The pictures looked much better this past week.
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By Ken Datzman

The visibility of the Brevard Job Link
got a big boost in 2001.

The continuing contraction in the
economy, although a rebound is expected
in 2002, focused a much brighter light on
the importance of the organization and
its mission in the county.

The four full–service, one–stop career
centers in Brevard — from Palm Bay to
Titusville — handled significantly
increased traffic, even catering to people
who have never had a need to tap this
resource before.

“It’s been a great year in that we have
been able to get services out to people
quicker and more efficiently than ever
before,” said Linda South, executive
director of the organization. She added, “I
think a lot more people have come to
understand the value of the rich re-
sources that are available in the Brevard
Job Link centers, not only from a job–
seeker’s standpoint but also from the
employer’s standpoint.”

These information–packed centers
offer a variety of services to job seekers,
businesses and the unemployed. For
instance, there are job referrals, Internet

Brevard Job Link key
resource connecting
firms and job seekers

access to America’s Job Bank and other
employment Web sites, videos, career
guidebooks and an in–depth collection of
periodicals, including “The Wall Street
Journal.”

The centers also have computers
equipped with word–processing software,
fax machines, copiers, laser printers, and
telephones with long–distance access. A
videoconference system is available,
which may be used for conducting
interviews.

Employers, said South, can provide
the Job Link with its openings free of
charge either online, by fax or phone,
visit one of the centers “or they can ask
for a representative to come and see
them at their place of business. We
would like to see every single job order in
Brevard County to be in the Job Link
system, so that we can rapidly match
skill sets. And if we don’t have the match
we’ll use the information to create
education and training opportunities that
are responsive to the need.”

Brevard Job Link is funded through
the Brevard Development Workforce
Board Inc. in Rockledge. It also has been
successful in winning competitive grants

What the Social Security plan would mean to you
By Mary Deibel
Scripps Howard Service

Here’s what to expect if Social
Security is changed so that younger
workers can invest some of their payroll
tax money in private accounts, as
President Bush’s Social Security Com-
mission proposed a few weeks ago.

Current retirees and those nearing
retirement — anyone 55 or older today
— would get Society Security benefits as
promised under the present system.

Workers younger than 55 could put
money into a private account. GOP panel
member and former Congressman Bill
Frenzel calls the Bush Commission’s
three–account alternatives the Free
Lunch, the Blue–Plate Special and the
Subsidized Lunch.

Nothing will happen immediately
since President Bush isn’t expected to
make any recommendations to Congress
until 2003, after the 2002 congressional
elections.

Basic Social Security checks would be
smaller than called for in current law.
Depending on market performance, total
benefits from Social Security plus your
personal account could be higher or
lower.

The commission plans call for extra
tax money of up to $71 billion a year and
require other changes that could raise
income or payroll taxes or raise the
retirement age for future retirees.

Social Security currently collects
enough payroll tax to pay 100 percent of
benefits through 2038 and 73 percent of
benefits thereafter if the system isn’t
changed.

The 16–member panel unanimously
approved these options three weeks ago
to carry out Bush’s campaign pledge to
let younger workers divert some of the
6.2 percent payroll tax they owe on
wages to individual accounts that own
stocks and bonds.

Workers who opted to take part would
choose from the five low–risk funds, one
each for government bonds, corporate
bonds and a stocks–and–bonds mix, plus
two stock–index funds that track the
broader market. Workers could change
their choice once a year and couldn’t
borrow or withdraw money.

l PLAN 1. “Free Lunch” — lets
workers put 2 percentage points of their
6.2 percent payroll tax into a personal
account. Nothing else changes, and

The four full–service one–stop career centers of Brevard Job Link are seeing increased traffic. Linda South,
executive director, said her organization is a rich resource for both the job seeker as well as the employer.
Michael Anderson is associate director. They are at the Melbourne site in Perimeter Center.
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By Shona Price
shona.price@hf.org
Health First Media Relations

ROCKLEDGE — Health First and AdventHealth

recently announced they have signed a deal to align

resources. The new agreement will create a “super–

regional system of care,” ushering in an era of making

high–quality, convenient care even more accessible for

customers from the Gulf Coast to the Space Coast.

The agreement, officially signed June 17, 2019,

includes AdventHealth’s purchase of a minority share of

Health First, while Brevard’s community health–care

system remains locally owned.

This partnership brings even more advanced tools and

technologies to the integrated delivery network (IDN) —

from digital innovation platforms to increased capital to

improve the infrastructure and resources of the organiza-

tions.

“Health First and AdventHealth have a proven track

record of working together to enhance health care for the

communities we serve,” said Steve Johnson, president and

CEO of Health First Inc. “We have seen firsthand, when

we successfully launched a health plan together five years

ago, that AdventHealth’s mission is right in line with

ours. Both of our organizations are dedicated to serving

the wellness and health needs of our communities — in

an environment that heavily emphasizes integrity, ethics

and the highest–quality, most compassionate care

possible.”

This agreement will benefit not just the two organiza-

tions, but their customers, too. It will enhance the range of

AdventHealth and Health First, forming a super–regional

IDN. Customers will see expanded accessibility, the

highest–quality care available and improved customer

convenience.

“We’re more convinced than ever the alignment of the

AdventHealth and Health First brands is a natural fit,”

said Daryl Tol, president and CEO of AdventHealth

Central Florida Division. “By partnering to create this

new super region we are able to expand our services and

deliver a connected experience for our consumers, one that

now stretches from the Gulf Coast to the Space Coast.”

Health First retains majority control of the organiza-

tion and will also maintain its name and brand but will

have synergy with their AdventHealth partners — thanks

to the use of technology and strategic initiatives that are

still being considered.

“Health care is always changing, and we are excited to

adapt to these changes,” Johnson said. “Health First has

been a part of Brevard County for more than eight

decades. Taking these steps will ensure we are here to

serve our community for many more decades to come.”

l About Health First

Founded in 1995, Health First is a not–for–profit

health–care system. The IDN includes health insurance

plans, hospitals, a multi–specialty medical group, and

outpatient and wellness services. As a locally owned

organization, Health First is committed to investing in its

community. In 2017, Health First provided more than

$159 million in community support. To learn more about

Health First and how we’re giving back to our community,

visit HFgivesback.org.

l About AdventHealth

Founded in 1908 by pioneering Seventh–day

Adventists who believed in whole–person health —

healing the body, mind and spirit — AdventHealth has

grown into one of the largest nonprofit hospitals in the

country, caring for more than 2 million patient visits per

year in metro Orlando alone. AdventHealth operates

nearly 50 hospitals and hundreds of care centers in nearly

a dozen states, making it one of the largest faith–based

health–care systems in the United States.

AdventHealth’s Central Florida Division encompasses

16 hospitals in the six counties in and surrounding metro

Orlando: Orange, Seminole, Osceola, Lake, Volusia and

Flagler. The Central Florida Division’s care network also

includes more than 30 CentraCare urgent–care centers;

dozens of sports–rehab and imaging centers; and hun-

dreds of physicians, ranging from primary care to a full

spectrum of specialties.

AdventHealth Orlando, the division’s flagship campus,

serves both as a community hospital and as a major

tertiary referral hospital for the region, much of the

Southeast, the Caribbean and Latin America.

AdventHealth Orlando is a designated statutory

teaching hospital and trains physicians from around the

world on the newest technology and procedures. The

system provides a wide range of health services, including

many nationally and internationally recognized programs

in cardiology, cancer, women’s medicine, neuroscience,

diabetes, orthopedics, pediatrics, transplant and advanced

surgical programs.

The AdventHealth Research Institute has more than

250 investigators and more than 500 clinical trials in

progress. AdventHealth Orlando is also home to the

Translational Research Institute for Metabolism &

Diabetes and the Nicholson Center for Surgical Advance-

ment.

Health First, AdventHealth expanded partnership begins, new
agreement to create ‘super–regional system of care’ in Florida

Saalex Solutions named Prime Contractor of Year for Region 9 by SBA
California–based Saalex Solutions, a division of Saalex Corp., was recently named winner of the Small Business

Administration’s 2019 Region 9 Small Business Prime Contractor of the Year award.

The company has operations in Rockledge.

Nominated by the NAVAIR Office of Small Business Programs, Department of Navy, Patuxent River, Md., the

announcement commends Saalex for “hard work, innovative ideas, and dedication” to the community and “driving our

nation’s economic growth.”

Since 1963, a proclamation for the celebration of National Small Business Week recognizes outstanding small

business owners for personal success and contributions to the United States.

“Being nominated SBA’s Prime Contractor of the year is really exciting news,” said Travis Mack, Saalex Corp.

president and CEO. “Especially now that Saalex has successfully grown into a large business with over 600 employees

supporting our nation’s defense systems.”

Saalex Corp. is an engineering and information technology services company with core competencies in the areas of

test range operations and management, engineering and logistics services, data analytics/business intelligence services

and IT services.

Founded in 1999 by Mack, Saalex Solutions is a service–disabled veteran–owned and operated business headquar-

tered in Camarillo, Calif. The company website is www.Saalex.com.
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DNA Architects

PIRTEK

new ad emailed

FULL COLOR

State of the Art Dental Office

State of the Art 120,000 sq. ft.
office and distribution facility

in Rockledge

For A Great Project
Pirtek USA

Thank  Y
ou

DNA
Rahal Development Corporation

321-633-0440

American Business Interiors 
www.abinteriors.com

321-723-5003

David Nagrodsky Architects 
www.dna-architects.com

321-727-9096
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By Camille Dolan
UCF Forum Columnist
University of Central Florida

I was introduced to Monopoly as a child by my older

brother, Damian. He must have been desperate for an

opponent, and as I was the only one in the house at the

time, he proceeded to teach me the game.

The thrill of sliding my colorful money under the

board, as I’d seen Damian do countless times, was

intoxicating. I got to pick my own token, but not the hat

because that was Damian’s. I settled for the racecar.

I didn’t know the meaning of the word “capitalist”

then, but I learned the importance of spending money

wisely and taking calculated risks. Monopoly and Damian

also taught me that sometimes life throws curve balls and

nothing is guaranteed.

Damian, of course, was always the banker. I revered

Damian. I didn’t know it at the time, but he is the

smartest person I’ve ever met. Even in middle school, he

had an astounding breadth of knowledge and endless

curiosity.

He collected soda bottles and redeemed them for a

nickel apiece. He used proceeds from his hunting and

gathering to fund his comic book hobby. He also was a

young numismatist and philatelist (and taught me what

those words meant). He also had one of the largest

newspaper routes as a junior high student — more than

100 customers, to whom he delivered each afternoon, and

from whom he collected payment. It’s almost as if

Monopoly prepared him for a life of responsibility and

hard work.

Damian, who is an anesthesiologist, nearly died as a

baby from bacterial meningitis. He had brain surgery and

spent 100 days in the hospital; physicians told my parents

he would probably have some brain damage because of

his prolonged illness.

In kintsugi, the Japanese art of repairing broken

pottery, cracks are seamed together using lacquer dusted

with gold or other precious metals. The technique

highlights, rather than hides, imperfections. Sometimes I

wonder if Damian’s brain was somehow “repaired” using

a similar technique.

Damian makes the best artisan bread and cinnamon

rolls I have ever tasted. He used to take homemade

goodies to the nurses at the hospital where he was

completing his residency; one of those nurses is now his

wife.

There might be a method to his madness.

In Monopoly, as in life, Damian always played by the

rules. There was no money in the middle of the board to

collect when one landed on Free Parking. He understood

there was a finite number of houses and hotels upon

which to make money; the goal of the game was to have

one rich person at the end, not to spread the wealth.

In his real life, Damian has an eye for stray coins in

parking lots, and will occasionally risk oncoming traffic to

dart in and scoop up a quarter. He also collects aluminum

cans, much to his wife’s chagrin. In one year, this hobby

netted him $350.

If Monopoly did mirror life, then the average person

goes to jail about six times a year, earns $200 a week,

pays a tiered rate for income tax and occasionally wins

$10 placing second in a beauty contest.

The Monopoly jail didn’t bother my brother. He figured

that one of his three rolls was bound to be doubles, and

that saved him from forking over $50 to the bank. He

knew it was important to save his money so he could

invest in real estate.

Let others have Boardwalk and Park Place, Damian

was happy with the less–costly properties of light blue

and orange. He also liked owning all four railroads; a trip

or two around the board was profitable for him, near–

fatal for his competitors.

His obsession with the game continued through high

school, when he drew a picture of the board (color–coded,

even) on the inside of his binder. He and his like–minded

friends would spend their free time in the library playing

the game. All of them had the prices of the deeds memo-

rized and the number of spaces to move with each roll of

the dice was calculated instantaneously.

I have one triumphant memory. Damian must have

taught me the game too well; it became apparent, as he

mortgaged property after property, that I was winning.

The final blow was when he landed on my hotels on

Boardwalk and Park Place. I may have smirked. As he

assessed his holdings, he realized he was ruined. He

unceremoniously flipped the board over. My little racecar

was sent flying.

Monopoly did not teach either of us to be gracious in

victory or failure.

And though neither Damian nor I were cool kids in

high school, Monopoly also taught both of us to not be the

iron or thimble — or any other token that was introduced

and quickly phased out due to lack of popularity.

I also learned to savor my small victories — like

beating my older, smarter brother — or finally getting to

use the hat as an adult.

Lessons learned from Monopoly (and my brother) — always play by the rules

John Stewart of Rossway Swan Tierney Barry Lacey & Oliver, P.L. becomes The Florida
Bar president, he is a past president of the organization’s Young Lawyers Division

Governors of The Florida Bar representing the 19th

Judicial Circuit and was elected its President for 2006–

2007.

Stewart currently serves on The Florida Bar’s

Executive Committee and chairs the Bar’s Strategic

Planning Committee and the Special Committee on

Technology Affecting the Practice of Law.

He has served on various other committees including

The Florida Board of Governors Communications,

Program Evaluation and Strategic Planning committees;

the Special Committee on Gender Bias and Diversity in

the Profession; the Voluntary Bar Liaison Committee;

and the Technology Committee. Stewart was chair of the

Technology Subcommittee for The Florida Bar’s three–

year study on the future of the practice of law.

In 2016, Stewart was selected as one of the “Fastcase

50,” honoring the law’s “smartest, most courageous

innovators, techies, visionaries and leaders.” Stewart is a

regular speaker on technology and the law, including

having spoken at the 2016 and 2017 ABA TECHSHOWS.

In 2018, he received the Judge Walter S. Crumbly Award

presented by The Florida Bar’s Solo and Small Firm

Section for his outstanding contributions in the area of

practice management.

With more than 107,000 members, The Florida Bar is

one of the largest unified bars in the nation. It is charged

by the Florida Supreme Court with regulating the

practice of law in the state, as well as promoting the

administration of justice.

Vero Beach attorney John M. Stewart will be sworn–in

as the 71st president of The Florida Bar at its Annual

Convention being held June 26–29 in Boca Raton. He will

assume the Bar’s presidency at the General Assembly on

Friday, June 28. Miami attorney Dori Foster–Morales

will be sworn–in as president–elect.

Stewart is a past president of the Bar’s Young Lawyers

Division and has served as the 19th Circuit representa-

tive on the Bar’s Board of Governors for 11 years.

A third–generation Florida lawyer, Stewart is a

partner at Rossway Swan Tierney Barry Lacey & Oliver,

P.L., and focuses on alternative dispute resolution and

litigation, primarily in the areas of probate, real estate

and contract disputes.

Stewart sees several challenges facing the Bar

including technology’s impact on the delivery of legal

services, and plans to focus his year as president on

addressing the profession’s continued evolution in today’s

technological landscape.

He believes conversations with other legal industry

professionals and technology service providers are needed

to enhance the provision of legal services and the practice

of law while preserving the profession’s traditional core

values.

Stewart earned a B.A. in public policy from the College

of William & Mary in 1992 and received his law degree

from Nova Southeastern University Shepard Broad

College of Law in 1997.

He served on the Young Lawyers Division Board of

Camille Dolan is the communications coordinator for
the University of Central Florida’s College of Health
Professions and Sciences. She can be reached
atcamille.dolan@UCF.edu.
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Timothy Michaud

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Depart-
ment there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’

John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’

Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd

at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’

Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith

to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

IS THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT A TRANSNATIONAL CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is president–elect of the 106,740 member The Florida Bar.
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tim michaud< anistonrm@gmail.com>

Michaud
2 messages

tim michaud< anistonrm@gmail.com> Thu, Apr 12, 2012 at 9:51 AM

To: Patti Cain <pcain@verobeachlawyers.com>

Patti,

Attached is the case report for Amy Marto's arrest.  Not quite the story I received, not sure if it affects 
anything, but Brad will need to know everything in case this is an issue.

Tim

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Pope, Donna >donna.pope@bcso.us<
Date: Wed, Apr 11, 2012 at 4:43 PM
Subject: 

To: ANISTONRM@gmail.com

MARTO.pdf
396K 

Patti Cain < pcain@verobeachlawyers.com> Thu, Apr 12, 2012 at 10:39 AM
To: tim michaud <anistonrm@gmail.com>

Mr. Michaud –

Please call me when you get a chance.

Patti M. Cain, CP, FCP, FRP

Certified Paralegal

Page 1 of 2Gmail - Michaud

5/2/2012https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=667bd12e5c&view=pt&search=sent&th=136a6d32...

Modern One Building 

2101 Indian River Boulevard, Suite 200

Vero Beach, Florida 32960

Telephone: (772) 231-4440

Facsimile  : (772) 231-4430

PCain@verobeachlawyers.com

THIS COMMUNICATION, ALONG WITH ANY ATTACHMENTS, MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS 
CONFIDENTIAL, PRIVILEGED OR OTHERWISE EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE. IF YOU ARE NOT THE 

INTENDED RECIPIENT OR A PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERING IT TO THE INTENDED 
RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISCLOSURE, COPYING, PRINTING, 
DISTRIBUTION, FORWARDING, OR USE OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN OR ATTACHED TO 

THIS E-MAIL IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE 
IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY US BY RETURN E-MAIL OR TELEPHONE AND DESTROY THE ORIGINAL E-
MAIL AND ITS ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT READING, PRINTING, SAVING OR FORWARDING IN ANY 

MANNER. YOUR COOPERATION IS GREATLY APPRECIATED. 

ANY DOCUMENTS ATTACHED TO THIS TRANSMISSION MAY CONSTITUTE OUR WORK PRODUCT. 
WE DISCLAIM ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, ENFORCEABILITY OR 

EFFECTIVENESS OF THESE DOCUMENTS IF THEY ARE IN ANY WAY ALTERED, USED WITHOUT 
OUR EXPRESS WRITTEN ASSENT (WHICH ASSENT IS NOT GIVEN BY THIS TRANSMISSION), OR 
USED IN A CONTEXT OTHER THAN THE SPECIFIC FACTUAL AND LEGAL CONTEXT IN WHICH 

THEY WERE PREPARED OR PROVIDED.

From: tim michaud [mailto:anistonrm@gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2012 9:52 AM

To: Patti Cain

Subject: Michaud

[Quoted text hidden]

Page 2 of 2Gmail - Michaud

5/2/2012https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=667bd12e5c&view=pt&search=sent&th=136a6d32...
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By Judy Kent
jkent@nationalcenter.org
and David W. Almasi
dalmasi@nationalcenter.org

WASHINGTON — Calling the idea of reparations for

slavery a “sham,” members of the Project 21 black

leadership network say black Americans who take

advantage of opportunities already available to all

Americans can still achieve the American Dream. They

also say an upcoming congressional hearing on reparations

is a crass political move to shore up black support and will

only hurt race relations.

“Slavery ended more than 150 years ago. It doesn’t

make sense to force people who didn’t own slaves to pay

people who never were slaves. This reparations hearing is

just another way to sow division and animosity among the

races. Like Confederate statues, pandering to the black

community with promises of free money is a big political

diversion,” said Project 21 member Donna Jackson. “The

best reparation for slavery is freedom — especially a free–

market economy. Our goal should be to continue to build

on the accomplishments of the Trump Administration that

include record–low unemployment, opportunities for

entrepreneurship and deregulation.”

On June 19, the U.S. House of Representatives

Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights and Civil

Liberties held a hearing on H.R. 40, a bill to “establish a

commission to study and consider a national apology and

proposal for reparations for the institution of slavery, its

subsequent de jure and de facto racial and economic

discrimination against African–Americans and the impact

of these forces on living African–Americans.”

It featured testimony from reparations proponents such

as author Ta–Nehisi Coates and actor Danny Glover. The

bill was introduced by Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee (D–Texas),

and has companion legislation in the Senate introduced by

Sen. Cory Booker (D–N.J.).

“Reparations are a sham. This so–called study is solely

presented as a means of checking a box called locking up

black support,” said Project 21 Co–Chairman Horace

Cooper. “There will not be a payment. And, by falling for

this sham, Congress has made it clear that there will be no

meaningful requirement that policies beneficial to blacks

will ever come from this House of Representatives.”

The hearing took place on “Juneteenth,” an annual

observance of the end of slavery in America. Contrary to

the apparent political use of the day for the hearing,

Project 21 members have long commemorated Juneteenth

with calls for black self–improvement and for taking

advantage of opportunities for advancement that are

available to all citizens regardless of race and class.

“Why are blacks seeking reparations in the 21th

century when slavery was ended by the Civil War over 150

years ago? Why are Congress and others all of a sudden

getting in on the act? Congress should be reminding blacks

that opportunities do exist for them and have existed for

generations,” said Project 21 member Emery McClendon.

“It’s up to individuals to discover these opportunities to

succeed. Let’s flip the script from reparations to personal

responsibility. The latter will bring about lasting results.”

Rep. Jackson Lee, in promoting the hearing, said:

“While we have focused on the social effects of slavery and

segregation, its continuing economic implications remain

largely ignored by mainstream analysis. These economic

issues are the root cause of many critical issues in the

African–American community today, such as education,

health care and criminal justice policy, including policing

practices.” Project 21 recently compiled 57 policy recom-

mendations addressing all of these issues and more in a

free–market, budget–neutral manner in its “Blueprint for

a Better Deal for Black America.”

“Our country was built on slavery, but those who

deserve reparations unfortunately passed away a long

time ago. And the wealth disparity that resulted from

slavery in the United States is as strong today as it ever

was — along with racial inequality and injustice in

education, employment, incarceration and housing,” noted

Project 21 member Derrick Hollie. “These issues, however,

cannot be resolved in the form of a check. Instead we need

to make sure our lawmakers continue to put forth policies

that will have a positive impact on descendants of slaves.

They must also be wise enough not to promote policies like

the ‘Green New Deal’ that similarly push false hope.”

l About Project 21

Project 21, a leading voice of black conservatives for

over 25 years, is sponsored by the National Center for

Public Policy Research. Its members have been quoted,

interviewed or published over 40,000 times since the

program was created in 1992. Contributions to the

National Center are tax–deductible and greatly appreci-

ated, and may be earmarked exclusively for the use of

Project 21.

Founded in 1982, the National Center for Public Policy

Research is a non–partisan, free–market, independent

conservative think–tank. Ninety–four percent of its

support comes from some 60,000 individuals, less than

four percent from foundations and less than two percent

from corporations.

Follow Project 21 on Twitter at @Project21News for

general announcements. To be alerted to upcoming media

appearances by Project 21 members, follow our media

appearances Twitter account at @NCPPRMedia.

Reparations for slavery proposal called a ‘sham’ by the conservative black activist organization Project 21

Space Coast ABWA to host luncheon July 9
The Space Coast Express Network of the American

Business Women’s Association will host a luncheon from

11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Tuesday, July 9, at the Eau Gallie

Yacht Club in Indian Harbour Beach. The program will

feature roundtable discussions where participants will

have the opportunity to get to know “each other on a more

personal and professional level.” To register for this event,

email SCWExpress@gmail.com.
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Contact Tim Harber at

321.960.4679

timLharber@gmail.com

Located in Industrial Park just Minutes from I-95 and Orlando Melbourne International Airport

Rentable Building Area is 3,661 SF wth adjacent vacant lot available for expansion
Office provides several private spaces, conference room, kitchen area and bathroom

FOR SALE - Office and Warehouse

Warehouse features 9 ft ceilings and 2 steel overhead loading doors
Perfect for Light Manufacturing or Distibution  �  CBS Construction with Concrete Pad

Lot Size 0.46 acres with space for parking  �  Zoned M1

7610 Coral Drive / West Melbourne

$399,900

North of Ellis Road near new I95 Interchange providing easy access to Central Florida

Welcome to the bank of here.
1-888-SYNOVUS  |  synovus.com

Synovus Bank, Member FDIC. 
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By Lee H. Hamilton

A few months ago, the federal debt we have accumu-

lated over the past decades crossed the $22 trillion mark.

That’s a record. And it’s surely not going to be the last.

According to Congressional Budget Office estimates,

annual federal deficits over the next decade — the deficit is

the annual figure for how much more Congress and the

president opt to spend than the government takes in as

revenue — are expected to average $1.2 trillion. Overall,

the debt held by the public amounts to about 78 percent of

our gross domestic product.

That’s double what it was before the 2008 recession,

and the CBO estimates that without significant changes,

it’ll rise to 118 percent over the next 20 years, higher even

than right after World War II.

Does this matter? Back when I was in Congress, I came

away confused practically every time I listened to an

economist offer an opinion. Some thought it mattered

immensely. Others, not at all.

Indeed, I remember when the prospect of running a

deficit of a few billion dollars caused fiscal experts to say

we were facing fiscal catastrophe. They turned out to be

wrong. The system has been able to carry heavier debt

than we once thought. The problem is, all we know is that

we’re okay so far; we have no idea when we suddenly won’t

be.

Here’s a useful way to look at it. Interest on the debt is

expected to hit $390 billion this year. We’re paying more in

interest on the debt than we spend on our children, and

we’re headed toward doing the same with defense. I doubt

that fits the priorities of most Americans. And I don’t think

it’s sustainable indefinitely. It may even be dangerous.

At a certain level, carrying such huge debt — and

spending so much each year to pay off the interest —

makes it harder for the government to respond to future

challenges and raises the risk of an economic crisis with no

gas in the tank left to accelerate out of it.

It may crowd out both public and private investment,

because there’s less money for the government to invest in

human capital or infrastructure, and private capital flows

into government bonds rather than other avenues that

might stoke economic growth. Or investors may decide

that the U.S. government isn’t credit–worthy after all, and

either push up interest rates or find a different currency to

back, forcing the dollar’s value to plummet.

The bottom line is that ultimately government spend-

ing has to be paid for. Deficits don’t replace that need, they

merely defer it.

The problem is that attacking yearly deficits is politi-

cally very difficult. They have to be addressed on both the

spending and the revenue side — that is, with both

spending cuts and tax increases — but there’s not much

appetite in Washington for either. Even though politicians

know full well that it’s not a question of whether we need

to raise taxes or cut spending, just of when.

In the end, I believe strongly that the first rule for any

policy–maker ought to be: Do no harm. This requires a

shift in our thinking about spending policies: If something

is really important to do, it’s worth paying for and not

pushing the cost into the future and on to the backs of our

children. If no one’s willing to do what it takes to pay for it,

maybe it’s not as high a priority as its backers think.

Similarly, we need to get real about taxes. It’s hugely

seductive to politicians to believe that tax cuts pay for

themselves by boosting economic activity and hence tax

revenues. There’s no evidence that this is how things work

in the real world, however. Instead, deficits just keep

increasing.

So, do we need to panic? No. But we must not take the

view that the question is irrelevant. Far better to begin

now to address the problem gradually than to be forced

into sudden and drastic measures by a crisis we all knew

was coming, but didn’t have the will to forestall.

Lee Hamilton is a senior advisor for the Indiana

University Center on Representative Government; a

Distinguished Scholar at the IU Hamilton Lugar School of

Global and International Studies; and a Professor of

Practice at the IU O’Neill School of Public and Environ-

mental Affairs. He was a member of the U.S. House of

Representatives for 34 years.

How long can the federal debt keep rising as it tops $22 trillion mark? Eventually, spending has to be paid for

Councilman Jeff Bailey to address FRWA meeting July 5 at Memaw’s
The Federated Republican Women in Action’s July 5 speaker will be Jeff Bailey, a second–term member on the Palm

Bay City Council. The meeting is set for 11:15 a.m. at Memaw’s, 4916 Babcock St., NE, in Palm Bay. The restaurant is

located just south of the corner of Babcock Street and Palm Bay Road.

Bailey has a bachelor’s degree in economics and two master’s degrees in business administration and legal studies

from Frostburg State University. He has “earned the distinction of being the most conservative council member.”

He has “fought back against dramatic tax increases, unfettered spending and liberal proposals.” Bailey will be

discussing the $150 million “Road Bond” program, development and other updates within the City of Palm Bay.
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Grace Fellowship of Brevard, Inc.

is giving notice that we are

DBA Grace Life Church.

The address is

3420 Murrell Road,

Rockledge, FL  32955

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the undersigned,

desiring to engage in business under the

fictitious name of WOMEN’S CENTER OF BREVARD

intends to register the said name with the

Florida Department of State,

Division of Corporations, Tallahassee, FL and/or

Clerk of the Circuit Court of Brevard County, FL.

South Brevard Women’s Center, Inc.

1565 Sarno Road, Suite C

Melbourne, FL 32935
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Northrop Grumman and KSC Visitor Complex dedicate new statue of astronaut Harrison H. Schmitt
former CEO of Orbital ATK.

“In my wildest imagination, I never fathomed that the

nerdy kid growing up on 80 acres in the rural American

West would find himself traveling through the Universe

on that Saturn V beast, with the mission to explore the

deep Valley of Taurus Littrow in the foreign landscape of

the Moon orbiting my home planet, Earth,” Dr. Schmitt

said.

“It’s quite humbling to be honored with this extraordi-

nary bronze work of art that sits in the shadow of pad 39A

at Kennedy Space Center, where it all culminated for the

Apollo program. Here, hundreds of thousands of American

men and women accomplished President John F.

Kennedy’s challenge of landing a man on the moon and

returning him safely to the earth.”

The stunning bronze–and–granite statue depicts a

space–suited Dr. Schmitt standing on the moon next to a

waving American flag, a recreation of an actual photo of

him during Apollo 17’s first extravehicular activity.

Guests of the Apollo/Saturn V Center will have the

opportunity to learn more about Dr. Schmitt via an

informational plaque at the statue’s base.

By Rebecca Shireman
rshireman@delawarenorth

CAPE CANAVERAL — At a recent ceremony,

Northrop Grumman Corp., in partnership with Kennedy

Space Center Visitor Complex, honored Apollo 17

astronaut and former U.S. Sen. Harrison H Schmitt,

Ph.D., with the dedication of a larger–than–life sculpture

as he walked on the moon in December 1972.

In addition to honoring the 400,000 Americans who

made Apollo a historic success, the statue commemorates

Schmitt’s contributions to science and space exploration

throughout a career that lasted more than 50 years. He is

one of four living astronauts to have walked on the moon.

“Exploring a Valley on the moon,” designed and created

by distinguished sculptor Tom Bollinger, was dedicated at

the Apollo/Saturn V Center. In addition to Dr. Schmitt,

esteemed speakers at the ceremony included Blake

Larson, president, Northrop Grumman Innovation

Systems; Janet Petro, deputy director of NASA’s Kennedy

Space Center; and David Thompson, cofounder and a

“Dr. Schmitt was an instrumental member of the

Orbital ATK Board of Directors for over 30 years, until the

company’s acquisition by Northrop Grumman last year,”

said Blake Larson, president, Northrop Grumman

Innovation Systems. “We were very fortunate to have him

help guide our decisions and contributions to the aero-

space and defense industries. This is a very fitting tribute

to one of NASA’s brightest stars.”

In December 1972, as one of the crew on board Apollo

17, Dr. Schmitt became a member of NASA’s first

scientist–astronaut group to fly in space. As Apollo 17 was

the last of the Apollo missions, he also became the 12th

person to set foot on the moon.

Dr. Schmitt also remains the first and only professional

scientist to have flown beyond low earth orbit and to have

visited the moon. He was influential within the commu-

nity of geologists supporting the Apollo program and,

before starting his own preparations for an Apollo mission,

had developed the geological training program for Apollo

13 — 17, as well as being one of the scientists training

those Apollo astronauts chosen to explore the lunar

surface.

Dr. Schmitt resigned from NASA in August 1975 in

order to run for and win election to the United States

Senate, representing the state of New Mexico.

“We are grateful to Northrop Grumman for bringing

this commemorative statue to Kennedy Space Center

Visitor Complex as we prepare to mark one of the most

important anniversaries in the history of the United

States space program,” said Therrin Protze, chief operat-

ing officer, Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex.

“Dr. Schmitt is an early pioneer that forever changed the

history of space exploration and this statue is a perfect

tribute to him.”

From launch to landing, Northrop Grumman heritage

companies played many vital roles in the Apollo Program.

Thiokol provided vital propellant for rocket engines for

each Apollo Saturn V launch. Grumman Corp. led the

design, assembly, integration and test of the Lunar

Modules. TRW built the descent engine that helped every

crew land on the Moon as well as the Abort Guidance

System for the Lunar Modules. Westinghouse cameras

captured these historic events, and at the end of every

mission, the earth–landing system built by Northrop

delivered each crew home safely.

In celebration of the 50th anniversary of the moon

landing, the Apollo/Saturn V Center will now host a

dramatic projection mapping set against the side of the

majestic Saturn V moon rocket. The addition of a 1969

period living room and bar will replicate what it was like

to watch the moon landing at home. There will also be

updates to the Lunar Module 9 and “Touch the Moon”

exhibits, a new Fisher Space Pen legacy display, and the

ability to get a closer look at the Command Service

Module–119.

There are a number of events that will take place

throughout the summer to mark the Apollo 50th anniver-

sary: the July 15 opening of the reimagined Apollo/Saturn

V Center, a July 16 “flashback” celebration at which

visitors will be able to view original footage of the lift–off, a

July 20 extravaganza to mark the 50th anniversary of the

lunar landing, and a final welcome home event on July 24

to commemorate the day the Apollo 11 astronauts

returned to Earth.

Satellite Beach Library to host meeting July 8
The Satellite Beach Public Library will host a Friends

of the Library Board meeting at 2 p.m. on Monday, July 8.

The meeting is open to the public. The library’s address is

751 Jamaica Blvd. The phone number is (321) 779–4004.
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SD Data Center in Melbourne completes expansion,
celebrates with open house; a state–of–the–art facility

By Elizabeth Counsman
ecounsman@satcomdirect.com
Satcom Direct, Inc.

With the arrival of the 2019 hurricane

season, SD Data Center, the only purpose–

built data center located in Melbourne,

celebrated the 5,000–square–foot expan-

sion of its facilities with an Open House

and Happy Hour reception May 22.

More than 40 people attended the

event, representing several local govern-

ment agencies, businesses, and commu-

nity organizations from around the Space

Coast.

“We truly appreciated the turnout and

it was great to see so many new busi-

nesses looking to protect their investments

as we enter another hurricane season,”

said Frank Huston, SD Data Center’s

director of operations.

Guests who attended the event also

had the opportunity to receive a behind–

the–scenes tour of the new state–of–the–

art space, while learning how the SD Data

Center can help with their natural

disaster business continuity plans.

Huston explained the significance of

completing this phase of the expansion

before hurricane season. “Timing was very

important to us for this project. We were

approaching capacity within the first

phase and needed to be able to meet the

needs of clients newly locating to the

Space Coast before the season began.”

This expansion is the second phase of a

four–phase growth plan designed to meet

demand needs upon reaching targeted

capacity goals.

Construction for phase two began in

June of 2018 and finished in March of

2019. In addition to the 5,000 square feet

of colocation space, services have also been

expanded to include colocation or carrier

opportunities in Ashburn, Va.; Denver

Miami; New York City; and Amsterdam,

Netherlands, as well as highly resilient

Cloud services in Melbourne and Denver.

Customer cage–and–cabinet installa-

tions have already begun in phase two,

and once it reaches capacity, phase three

will begin.

l About SD Data Center

The SD Data Center is a Tier III

facility that ensures the security and

accessibility of critical systems with fully

redundant infrastructure and connectivity.

Serving customers across a variety of

industries, including health care, educa-

tion, financial, military, government,

aviation, and information technology, SD

Data Center provides solutions to meet

business requirements and is HIPAA,

FISMA, PCI DSS, CJIS, and AICPA SOC

compliant.

l About Satcom Direct

Satcom Direct and its companies

provide global connectivity solutions for

business and general aviation, military,

government, and head of state aircraft.

The company also provides land mobile

services to areas with connectivity

limitations. Since 1997, SD has worked to

advance the technology of global connectiv-

ity, being first to market with many new

capabilities in communications technology.

SD’s industry leading connectivity

solutions are complemented by their

divisional capabilities including SD

Avionics cabin and flight deck systems and

SD software solutions. A premier

Inmarsat distribution partner (including

Jet ConneX), Iridium service partner, and

Viasat preferred reseller, SD is also the

exclusive service provider for SmartSky

Networks, and the Master Distributor of

Intelsat FlexExec.

SD world headquarters and primary

operations center is located in Melbourne,

with additional office locations in the

United States, Canada, UK, UAE,

Switzerland, Hong Kong, Australia,

Russia, Brazil, and South Africa.

For more information regarding SD,

visit www.SatcomDirect.com, email

sales@SatcomDirect.com, or call

(321) 777–3000.

Cantwell & Goldman welcome Samantha Ghanayem to practice
The Cocoa–based law firm of Cantwell & Goldman P.A., has welcomed attorney

Samantha Ghanayem to its attorney team. She is a lifelong Florida resident.

With a bachelor’s degree in business administration from University of North Florida

in Jacksonville and a juris doctorate from Florida Coastal School of Law, Ghanayem is

“well–qualified to serve the residents of Brevard County.”

She previously worked with the law firm J. Riley Williams PLC in Jacksonville and

was an equity trader with Merrill Lynch before that.

Ghanayem will oversee the firm’s residential real estate closing department.

Cantwell & Goldman offers numerous legal counseling services, including civil and

criminal litigation, real estate transactions, business transactions, and estate planning.

For more information, contact the firm at (321) 639–1320.

Yoga classes set for Palm Bay Library in July
The Palm Bay Public Library will host a “Chair” yoga class with a certified fitness

instructor at 1 p.m. on Monday, July 1, and at the same time on Thursdays, July 11, 18

and 25. The class fee is $5. For more information on this activity, call the Palm Bay

Library at (321) 952–4519.
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Craig Technologies Aerospace Solutions is scheduled to launch
CraigX in October on NG–12 under a NASA services contract

Explore.org, Genesis Dimensions, and Lamborghini in

partnership with the Houston Methodist Research

Institute.

In addition to CraigX, NG–12 will be carrying the

Department of Defense Space Test Satellite–4 (STPSat–

4), which is made up of five distinct experiments from the

Air Force Research Lab, the United States Air Force

Academy, and the U.S. Navy. These experiments include

Radio Frequency Module Tiles, the Modular Array

Technology for Reconfigurable Spacecraft, the Integrated

Miniaturized Electrostatic Analyzer, Navy Interferomet-

ric Star Tracker Experiment, and Nanosat Tracking

Experiment.

STPSat–4 will be launched from the ISS using the

Space Stations Integrated Kinetic Launcher for Orbital

Payload Systems (SSIKLOPS). Craig currently provides

turnkey services to manage and perform the work for

integration and on–orbit operations of payloads using

SSIKLOPS for both government and commercial

customers.

The SSIKLOPS platform robotically deploys satellites

from the ISS and is designed to provide a method to

transfer internally stowed satellites to the external

environment.

l About Craig Technologies

Founded in 1999 by CEO Carol Craig, Craig Technolo-

gies (and subsidiaries) is a Woman–Owned Small

Business, Economically Disadvantaged Woman–Owned

Small Business, Veteran Owned Small Business,

Service–Disabled Veteran–Owned Small Business, Small

Disadvantaged Business, and a Hispanic Minority–

Owned Small Business. Craig is ISO 9001:2015 and

AS9100 Rev. D certified and ITAR compliant.

Craig leads nationwide operations with associates in

about 20 different states, with its headquarters in Merritt

Island, and regional business offices in Texas and

California.

Craig Technologies’ wide scope of engineering,

technical and manufacturing solutions include software

design/development, systems engineering,

multidisciplinary engineering, training and courseware

development, and other areas of expertise, including

precision machining, fabrication and assembly.

By Mike Penfold
mike.penfold@craigtechinc.com
Craig Technologies

CAPE CANAVERAL — Craig Technologies Aerospace

Solutions has announced the upcoming launch of CraigX,

their on–orbit external experimental facility hosted on the

NanoRacks International Space Station External

Platform.

The mission is scheduled to launch in October 2019 on

the Northrup Grumman Antares rocket mission NG–12

under the NASA Commercial Resupply Services contract.

The CraigX Flight Test Platform is designed to mount

externally to the International Space Station and promote

electronics testing to raise Technology Readiness Levels

at a low cost and a reduced time frame. The interchange-

able panel design minimizes hardware changes between

missions while maximizing flexibility to accommodate

customer requirements. Additive manufactured hardware

is used internally to reduce manufacturing cost and

schedule.

Some of the features include:

l Flight computer with a custom power distribution

board capable of scheduling multiple payloads

l Data downlink and uplink availability to analyze

data during missions with the option to modify opera-

tional software and test parameters while the payload is

deployed

l 2TB onboard data storage

l Wake facing camera with limited streaming

l Two 2.4 in. spiral antennae (nadir and zenith facing)

l GPS patch antenna for position data

l Volume: ~ 18U

l Payloads are not required to conform to standard

CubeSat footprints

l Typical mission duration: 15–24 weeks

The first CraigX mission includes multiple payloads

ranging from additive manufactured material sample

exposure to software defined radio testing to a STEM

thermal dissipation experiment. Mission 1 customers

include Rincon Research, Quest Institute, Alfred Univer-

sity, Second Baptist School, Cobra Puma Golf,

CyberScout appoints Jennifer Leuer as its new chief executive officer;
‘is a strong leader with a stellar record of success’ in the industry

By Lelani Clark
lelani@adamlevin.com

SCOTTSDAE, Ariz. — CyberScout, a leader in identity

theft resolution, data defense and employee benefits

services, has announced the appointment of Jennifer

Leuer as chief executive officer, effective immediately.

Leuer joins CyberScout from Experian where she

served as president of Partner Solutions.

“Jen Leuer is a strong leader with a stellar record of

success,” said Adam Levin, CyberScout chairman and

founder. “Her experience, vision, passion and sense of

urgency make her the perfect choice to lead the

CyberScout organization, as we grow our global footprint

exponentially.”

During her tenure at Experian, Leuer transformed the

Partners Solutions business into a dynamic and fast–

growing operating unit.

Leuer’s experience in both business–to–business and

business–to–consumer channels will strengthen

CyberScout’s distribution capabilities.

“With her deep knowledge of our core offerings, Jen is

uniquely equipped to enhance CyberScout’s position in

the marketplace,” CyberScout Vice Chairman Bill Tait

added. “Her ability to identify and capitalize upon new

opportunities is critical to our continued success in high

growth areas such as employee benefits and CyberScout’s

expansion into international markets as well as our core

segments in insurance, incident response and consulting.”

l About CyberScout:

Since 2003, CyberScout has set the standard for full–

spectrum identity, privacy and data security services,

offering proactive protection, education, and data theft

resolution as well as breach preparedness and response.

Serving roughly 17.5 million households worldwide and

the designated identity theft services provider for more

than 770,000 businesses, CyberScout is offered globally

by an ever–growing number of client partners.

CyberScout combines extensive experience with high–

touch service to help individuals, government and

commercial clients minimize risk and maximize recovery.
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founders don’t know they’ve hit until long after they’ve

poured thousands of hours into developing something that

won’t ever take them to scale. With SmartVentures, we’ll

help companies bypass this while still learning the lessons

they need to take with them,” said Roth, a former Brevard

County resident and two–time graduate of Johns Hopkins

University.

The SmartVentures program is targeting startups for

whom product development and engineering is the most

significant bottleneck to immediate growth; companies

should be past initial market validation and prototyping

and should be ready to grow beyond an MVP. Envisioned

as a six–to 18–month intensive partnership with the

selected company, Flicker is looking forward to seeing

where SmartVentures can take startups over time: “We

want to accelerate companies in a way that helps them

reach their next milestones and raise the investment they

need to succeed.”

l About SmartLogic: SmartLogic has built custom web

and mobile applications since 2005. SmartLogic works

with funded startups, established organizations, and

nonprofits to bring new projects to life using progressive,

best–of–breed technologies and methods including Elixir/

Phoenix, React Native, and Ruby on Rails.

l About SmartVentures: SmartVentures is a new

program designed to provide an alternative path to scale

for startups outside Silicon Valley. Run by SmartLogic, a

Baltimore–based software consultancy, the

SmartVentures program invests product development and

mentorship in selected startups to help them take their

product to scale.

Visit SmartLogic.io for additional details.

SmartLogic announces $400,000 software development investment, mentorship program for startup ventures
SmartLogic, a Baltimore–based custom software

development consultancy, has announced the launch of

SmartVentures, a new program designed to provide an

alternative path to scale for startups.

The SmartVentures program will provide selected

companies with $400,000 of product development and

mentorship to help them take their product to scale.

The catch? The startup must be located in or relocate to

Baltimore City.

With recent recognition as the “coolest city on the east

coast” and “the best city for recent graduates,” Baltimore is

poised to grow its innovation economy. While initiatives

such as Rise of the Rest bring capital to smaller markets,

the new SmartVentures program leverages SmartLogic’s

time and expertise, bringing a different approach to

venture investing.

Over 14 years, SmartLogic President Yair Flicker has

seen startups come and go — and has seen the impact that

a combination of solid tech leadership and what he calls

“good engineering hygiene,” can have. “We see this as a

way to codify the processes that we use to make it easier

for companies to develop great software, and make them

replicable,” Flicker said.

SmartLogic has built more than 150 custom applica-

tions for enterprises and startups alike, including OrderUp

(acquired by Groupon), GiveCorps (acquired by Network

for Good), and RedOwl Analytics (acquired by Raytheon).

Program Director Margaret Roth, co–founder of

Baltimore startup Yet Analytics and ETC board member,

believes that SmartVentures offers the right mix of

resources for growing startups.

“Finding the right expertise, mentors, and hires to

build the product the right way, the first time, with the

least amount of technical debt, is a failure–point most

Florida AG’s Office accepting nominees for Human Trafficking Summit Awards
TALLAHASSEE — Attorney General Ashley Moody announced that the nomination period for the 2019 Human

Trafficking Summit Awards is now open. The host committee is accepting nominees for Floridians who took extraordi-

nary measures to combat human trafficking or help trafficking survivors heal.

The awards will be announced at the Human Trafficking Summit this fall. Moody said, “I am honored to serve

alongside people committed to our mission of ending this form of modern–day slavery. If you know someone who is

dedicated to the fight to stop human trafficking or strives to help survivors of this atrocious crime, please nominate them

so we can recognize their efforts.”

The following four awards will be presented during the summit: Community Advocate of the Year;  Law Enforcement

Official of the Year; Prosecutor of the Year; and Survivor Advocate of the Year. Award nominations should be submitted

to OAGHT.Summit@MyFloridaLegal.com.

The Summit will be held on Monday, Sept. 30, at the Hyatt Regency Orlando. Speaker proposals for the Summit will

be accepted through the end of the month. Registration opens on July 1.

The Annual Human Trafficking Summit is hosted by the Florida Attorney General’s Office, the Department of

Children and Families, and the Department of Juvenile Justice. This year’s collegiate sponsor is the University of

Central Florida.
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Please see Rudram Engineering Inc., page 19

Multifaceted Rudram Engineering sees strong growth, develops software product
for electro–plating industry; earns SBA 8(a) certification; has clients around nation
By Ken Datzman

ROCKLEDGE — Brevard County continues to see

an uptick in new business formation, especially among

people who have in–depth experience in a particular

field working for large corporations, and who have long

had an eye on entrepreneurship.

Businessman Alkesh Patel, president and founder of

area firm Rudram Engineering Inc., is one of those

individuals.

“Running your own business is challenging, but it’s

also very exciting. The challenges keep you sharp, on

your toes at all times. You don’t get bored doing the

same thing over and over. And you get to be your own

boss,” said Patel, whose company has earned some of the

leading certifications and best–practice benchmarks in

business and industry.

With more than 15 years’ experience in systems

engineering and software development, working for such

companies as Raytheon and General Electric in the

defense and aerospace arenas, Patel took a bold leap

into the world of business ownership.

In 2012, he started a consulting company in his field

of expertise. Then three years later, his venture evolved

into a full–fledged business, a software systems engi-

neering company called Rudram Engineering. The

forerunner was Rudram Consulting.

Rudram Engineering, with the slogan “bridging the

gap between strategy and technology,” provides a wide

range of services to clients, including software systems

engineering, hardware engineering, data acquisition and

analysis, business intelligence, qualified rugged

hardware, and prototyping and manufacturing, among

other areas of expertise. It has especially carved a niche

in providing big data, business intelligence, and

predictive analytics solutions to clients.

“As a software engineering company, we provide a

wide scope of services. For example, we provide software

engineering support, which means doing a project at our

location or doing a project at the client’s location,” said

Patel, who holds a number of degrees, including a

master’s degree in electrical and computer engineering

from Purdue University.

He added, “Our software work is focused more

toward application development and big–data stuff.”

His company has invested significant resources in the

big–data and business–intelligence fields, he said.

Rudram Engineering has experience in statistics,

machine learning, data modeling, and data visualization

to “help companies in a data–driven world make optimal

decisions.”

Rudram Engineering, which has clients in multiple

states, including Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Alabama,

and California, has seen strong growth over the last four

years.

“I went from a 120–square–foot office in my home to

a 650–square–foot office in Satellite Beach — that was

my first official location — to a 1,270–square–foot office

in Suntree to a 5,000–square–foot office in Rockledge.”

Rudram Engineering owns its Rockledge office on

Executive Lane.

His company just hit a milestone in the small–

business world — $1 million in sales last year, up from

$150,000 when the venture was launched. “Right now,

we’re on track to surpass what we achieved last year.”

Rudram Engineering has positioned itself for long–

term growth with its recent U.S. Small Business

Administration 8(a) certification, which provides his firm

access to government and corporate contracts.

“We were awarded that certification in January,” said

Patel, who has held top security clearances in the past

working on projects for the military. “Having 8(a) is a

huge step forward for our company. We carry $5 million

in professional general liability insurance. We follow all

the standards set by the SBA.”

The 8(a) certification provides small businesses with

a special status that helps them compete for government

contracts, or so–called “set–aside” contracts. The 8(a)

certification program — a business development

initiative — assists minority–owned small businesses

capture opportunities for growth.

Government agencies, along with corporations that

do business with the government, are mandated by law

or corporate policies to spend roughly 20 percent of their

budgets with small disadvantaged companies.

“There are huge benefits of being 8(a) certified, but

you still have to compete, you still have to show what

your core capabilities are, and how you are going to

execute,” said Patel. “However, the program does reduce

your competition for contracts, and that’s one of the key

benefits. And the good thing is we are just starting in the

program, so we have a full nine years ahead of us. That

Alkesh Patel is president and founder of Rudram Engineering Inc. in Rockledge. His software systems engineering company is looking
to grow locally and around the nation, having just earned the U.S. Small Business Administration 8(a) certification, a rigorous process.
Patel has a master’s degree in electrical and computer engineering from Purdue University.

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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Hospice of Health First invests in iPads for clinical staff; sees increased efficiencies,
as compared to using laptops; Ludwig to mark 30th year with organization in 2020
By Ken Datzman

Health–care providers can generally deliver the best

care when they have intuitive tools.

And one of those technology tools that’s being adopted

by forward–thinking hospice organizations is the Apple

iPad, which is replacing bulky laptops that clinicians use

in the field for patient documentation.

The iPads let clinicians access data and health records

right when they need them.

When Jeanne Simpson, a licensed clinical social

worker with Hospice of Health First, found out more than

a year ago that she would be involved in an iPad pilot

program for her organization, the first thing that came to

mind was better efficiency.

“The iPad allows us to be more efficient,” she said.

“We’re able to have access to our patients’ health informa-

tion very quickly so we can address their needs quicker.

We’re getting accurate information and we’re getting it

faster using the iPad. Basically, it allows for a more

thorough way to manage the plan of care for the hospice

patient.”

Considered to be a model for quality, compassionate

care for people facing a life–limiting illness or injury,

hospice involves a team–oriented approach to expert

medical care, pain management, and emotional and

spiritual support tailored to the patient’s needs and

wishes. Support is also provided to the patient’s loved

ones.

“Hospice of Health First’s multidisciplinary team

includes nurses, social workers, certified nurse assistants,

a medical director, a chaplain, a music therapist and

trained volunteers, for example,” said Paul Ludwig, nurse

manager at Hospice of Health First.

“We provide the care in whatever the patient regards

as his or her home, be it a private residence, a nursing

home, an acute–care hospital, or other setting.”

This year, following up on the success it saw from its

pilot program, Hospice of Health First invested in more

than 60 iPads for its clinical staff team.

“We anticipate expanding the number of iPads for

team members,” said Simpson. “The feedback we received

from the pilot program is that the battery lasts for a few

days, so it allows for completing documentation of a

patient visit, without needing a charge.”

The iPads were recently issued to Hospice of Health

First clinical staff team members and the laptops were

retired.

“The computing devices at Hospice of Health First were

due for an upgrade,” said Rajesh Totre, director of

enterprise information technology infrastructure at

Health First Inc. “This prompted the typical question:

‘What options do we have available to us other than

having to carry around laptops?’ After evaluating the

business requirements, the Health First IT team decided

to implement Apple iPads as the mobility endpoint

device.”

Totre added, “After successfully deploying prototypes,

Health First now delivers this technical solution as a

permanent service to hospice and many other clinical

customers across our integrated delivery network. This

enables our associates to see the ‘complete picture’ when it

comes to previous clinical documentation — from a

physician, a team member or when reviewing medications

— and improves the overall wellness and health for our

customers.”

“From a manager’s standpoint, we can track associate

satisfaction, and that has drastically increased,” said

Ludwig. “The iPad has greatly improved the ability of

team members to do their job consistently and thoroughly.

When we have staff meetings and ask the team members

for feedback on their work in the field, the first thing they

mention is the iPad and how it has improved overall

performance.”

The iPads, which come equipped with a keyboard, are

mainly used for charting when clinical associates visit

patients in their homes, assisted–living facilities, and

nursing homes.

These visits involve having access to medical records,

finding timely and accurate documentation from previous

visits, and monitoring the patient’s care plan.

These are important tasks that are difficult, and

sometimes challenging, when using laptops that require a

“hotspot” and didn’t always have a good connection, said

Simpson. “With the laptops, sometimes they got service,

sometimes they didn’t. It just depended on the moment.”

With the iPads, there are no delays when it comes to

patient care. The devices start quickly and come with

automatic cellular service, which is “extremely useful

when clinical staff members need to find vital information

in the iPad during visits in the field.”

“We have people who depend on us 24/7, for routine

and crisis issues, so the quicker we can see the ‘whole

picture,’ the better customer service and patient care we

Paula Ludwig, right, is a nurse manager with Hospice of Health First. She will celebrate her 30th year with the organization in 2020.
She was one of only three nurses working there in 1990. Today, there are 22 full–time nurses dedicated to just daily case management.
Colleague Jeanne Simpson is a licensed clinical social worker. They both say the use of Apple iPads has improved efficiencies for team
members in the field. Health First purchased more than 60 iPads as technology continues to drive the health–care sector. They are at
their office in Melbourne.
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By DottieDeHart
dottiedehart@dehartandcompany.com

HOBOKEN, N.J. — So you finally took the leap

and started a new career as a consultant (or maybe

you’re still standing on the precipice). Either way,

congratulations! You’re in for the adventure of a

lifetime. But don’t underestimate the challenges: The

work is hard, the hours are grueling, and if you don’t

stay focused and organized, you could fail. In fact,

according to Elaine Biech, how you handle that tough

first year may set the course for your entire career.

“Getting started is the hardest part,” says Elaine

Biech, author of “The New Business of Consulting:

The Basics and Beyond” (Wiley, May 2019, $30) and

its companion workbook, “The New Consultant’s

Quick Start Guide: An Action Plan for Your First Year

in Business” (Wiley, April 2019, $28).

“Surviving your first year isn’t as much about the

work you do as it is about the way you run your

business and the way you take care of yourself.”

Biech says working for yourself is a dream come

true, but the demands it places on you can be over-

whelming if you’re not prepared. You need to start

forming good, sustainable habits right off the bat. In

fact, it’s your habits that will make or break your new

business. They ensure that your enterprise runs

smoothly and help you make the best use of your time.

While both of her books are invaluable for new

consultants, Biech says her workbook — with its

checklists, assessments, templates, financial forms,

and thought–provoking exercises — can be especially

useful as a blueprint for your start–up. Here are a few

of its tips to help you get started on the right foot.

l Manage Your Health — Both Physical and

Mental

Get a healthy lifestyle established now. It’s not

easy to eat well and exercise when you’re working 60

to 80 hours a week. If you don’t make it a priority

right now, you’ll find yourself grabbing fast food and

living at your desk. The first step is to get mindful: Do

your eating habits need improvement? Schedule

regular exercise (even if it means adding a 20–minute

walk to the end of your lunch break). Also get plenty

of sleep both at home and on the road, with the help of

an eye mask, cozy pajamas, and earplugs if necessary.

Find ways to manage stress. Take note of what

causes you stress and be sure to mitigate those factors

as much as possible. For example, if you feel under

siege from being on several conference calls back to

back, spread them out over the course of a week. It’s

also wise to have a game plan for dealing with stress

when it does strike. Create some sort of routine to

help you relax and wind down, whether it’s practicing

yoga, going for a long walk, or meditating.

l Manage Your Time

Prioritize big jobs. Work on several large projects

rather than dozens of small projects. You use a great

deal of time traveling from one client to another,

remembering names, and getting up to speed on a

project. Biech advises focusing on large organizations

(think Fortune 500 companies). They have more

available work, greater ability to pay, and more

chances for repeat work.

Do the hardest tasks first. Do some tasks challenge

you more than others? Do you sometimes feel uncom-

fortable? Do you feel unqualified to complete an

action? Well, get used to it. You will be expected to do

many things that are not easy. Suck it up. Just do it.

Do the hardest thing first. Imagine how good you will

feel when the hardest one is over for the day.

Manage cash flow with timely invoicing. “Timely

invoicing is the only solution to cash flow dilemmas,”

says Biech. “To be paid, you must invoice your clients

in a timely manner. The same day isn’t too soon. In

the beginning, it is likely that you will not have staff

to invoice your clients; it will be your job. Keep an

invoice template on your computer for clients who will

incur repeat billings. Keep a generic template for all

the rest. It saves the time of starting a new one each

time.”

Adopt some time management “best practices.” Set

your priorities first thing in the morning; identify your

best time for writing, best time to make telephone

calls, and so forth; use waiting and travel time to

make lists, listen to podcasts, balance your checkbook;

handle each piece of paper only once; set deadlines;

take short breaks often; minimize interruptions; set

deadlines.

l Establish Good Business Habits

Charge what you are worth. Know what you are

worth and make that amount your rate. If you are not

currently charging what you are worth, make adjust-

ments sooner rather than putting it off. (Just give

your current clients a six–month advance notice

before changing your fee structure.)

Track your spending. Track expenses carefully

either with an app or begin with a simple filing

system for paper receipts. (No, your pockets do not

qualify as a good filing system.) This ensures that you

will always know where the receipts are located when

you are ready to prepare an invoice.

Market all the time. Marketing ensures that you

maintain an adequate flow of clients to keep you in

business. In the beginning, you may need to market

yourself tirelessly.

The great news is that there are plenty of market-

ing tactics that are simple to execute and either free

or very close to it.

“Remember that marketing is a 24/7 thing,” adds

Biech. “Every experience with every client, every

conversation with a colleague, every visit to a profes-

sional meeting, every comment to a friend is a

marketing event. As a consultant, you are always

selling yourself.”

Delight your clients. Always provide more than you

promise. Build trust by being transparent, accurate,

and dependable. Send them books or articles you

think they will enjoy. Mail them greeting cards for no

particular occasion. These are all ways to let your

clients know that you value them and their business.

Your projects will end, but the relationships will

continue.

Add copyrights to all original documents. “There

may come a time when you will find your original

work floating around in an organization or being used

by another consultant,” says Biech. “If your integrity

is ever questioned, a dated copyright on your material

protects you and your work.”

l Take Advantage of Being Your Own Boss

Create balance in your life. Once you become your

own boss, figure out what’s most important to you and

make time for those things. Maybe it’s family, or

spirituality, your social life, or even elements of the

work itself. The key is to arrange your life so that no

important part of your life is overlooked in the name

of work.

Make up your own rules. This helps you maintain

the balance you strike between work and the rest of

your life. Create rules that help you keep your

business in perspective. Tell yourself, If it’s not done

by 6 p.m., it can wait until tomorrow. Or make it a

rule that you always spend Saturday morning with

your children.

Find ways to enjoy working from home. Take a

walk in the late afternoon; eat lunch on your picnic

table in the backyard; work from your deck while you

enjoy a glass of iced tea; go for a midday gym workout.

Identify other interests besides work. Don’t let

work consume your entire life. Make time to take up a

new hobby or learn a new skill. Go hiking. Take a

gourmet cooking class. Write poetry. Refurbish a

classic car. Study your heritage and develop your

family tree.

“Your first year of consulting will be a time of

tremendous change and growth,” concludes Biech.

“Help yourself along by forming habits early on that

will help you succeed. The more initial effort you put

into setting up a thriving business now, the more you

can enjoy your work life in the years to come.”

Surviving that tough first year in field:15 smart habits for new consultants; author shares best practices
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Florida Tech and the Air Force Air Combat Command

(ACC) recently entered into a Cooperative Research and

Development Agreement.

Leaders from ACC and Florida Tech recently held a

ceremonial signing of the agreement, known as a CRADA,

at the Melbourne university. A CRADA is a government

contract allowing for research and development collabora-

tion between federal laboratories and non–federal entities

to provide quick exchanges of research that can be

leveraged by both parties to yield powerful, scientific

results.

The goal of the collaboration, led by Anthony Smith,

director of the Information Characterization & Exploita-

tion Lab at Florida Tech’s Department of Computer

Engineering and Sciences, is to research scientific,

technical and operational capabilities of Artificial Intelli-

gence and Machine Learning (AI/ML) under various

configurations and information assurance scenarios

applicable to the Air Force mission.

“There is a great opportunity here to do something

different, to make a difference,” said Josef Allen, a Florida

Tech alumnus who serves as tech director for Air Combat

Command Intel Data/Tech Futures Division.

Cristina Stone, division chief at the Intel Data/Tech

Futures Division and one of three signatories on the

CRADA, thanked Florida Tech for partnering “on this very

important effort.”

Gisele Bennett, Florida Tech’s senior vice president for

Florida Tech and Air Force Combat Command enter research agreement focusing on artificial intelligence
research, and John Matyjas, chief scientist at Air Combat

Command, also signed the agreement.

Bennett said she is excited about the educational

opportunities the CRADA will provide for Florida Tech

students.

“This is a win–win for both organizations,” she said.

‘Champions in the Making’ set Aug. 10 in Palm Bay; to feature top amateurs
PALM BAY — The number–one boxing program in Florida, Palm Bay ROUND 13 Boxing, is partnering with Real

Entertainment and Palm Bay Parks and Recreation to bring a live boxing event to this city.

The event will be held on Saturday, Aug. 10, at the Tony Rosa Community Center, 1502 Port Malabar Blvd. The doors

will open at 5 p.m., with the first bell at 6 p.m.

The event is being billed as “Champions in the Making” and will mark the return of the successful boxing series to

Brevard County. There will be 15 to 20 scheduled bouts featuring top amateur fighters from throughout Florida and

Puerto Rico.

Tickets for the event will go on sale July 1, and may be purchased through eventbrite.com, in person at the Tony Rosa

Community Center, or by calling the event organizers at (321) 403–2595.

Admission is $20 for ringside seats and $10 for general admission. All ages are welcome to attend. Children ages 5 and

younger will be admitted free of charge.

ROUND13 Boxing Club of Palm Bay is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit boxing organization. For more information about this

event or to become a sponsor, call (321) 403–2595 or email johnnyh1058@gmail.com.
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DeVeny elevated to lead Ipsos’ U.S.
Innovation practice, is a well–known
independent market research company

By Elen Alexov
elen.alexov@ipsos.com

New York, N.Y. — Ipsos, the world–leading research

and insights organization, has appointed Joseph DeVeny

to Head of U.S. Innovation, effective immediately.

DeVeny’s appointment comes as part of Ipsos’ ongoing

commitment bringing actionable truths to clients by

leveraging cutting–edge technologies and innovations that

allow Ipsos to stay ahead of a rapidly changing and

evolving industry.

His experience means he is ideally positioned to bring

Ipsos’ best–in–class portfolio of behaviorally–infused, end–

to–end innovation services to companies looking to

strengthen their innovation strategies.

DeVeny will lead one of the largest Innovation practices

in North America, overseeing a team of nearly 100

experienced experts across the U.S. The team will harness

Ipsos’ validated innovation frameworks, rooted in 40–plus

years of expertise, as well as cutting–edge behavioral and

neuroscience techniques, to guide clients from the earliest

stages of ideation through to the development of fully

fledged products and services designed to resonate with

real consumer needs and drive business growth.

DeVeny commented on his new role, saying, “I look

forward to helping clients across verticals leverage Ipsos’

unparalleled innovation services. We are uniquely

equipped to deliver seamless and rapid synthesis of real

behavioral and attitudinal insights spanning conscious

and unconscious consumer response. Paired with our

omnichannel view of innovation and validated metrics, this

sets us apart from other agencies and allows us to confi-

dently guide clients through important business decisions

at any point in the innovation process, regardless of

country or category.”

Pierre Le Manh, CEO of Ipsos in North America, said:

“Joseph is an inventive leader who consistently imbues his

work and teams with a business–centric and consultative

approach to innovation that clients value deeply. His

ability to draw from a range of sciences and techniques,

paired with his deep–seated knowledge and experience,

make him a great leader for this growing team.”

DeVeny has more than 15 years of global insights

experience spanning innovation, brand, and market

strategy research. He holds a bachelor’s degree from Ohio

State University, and previously held key roles within

Ipsos’ Innovation and Market Strategy Understanding

practices in both Russia and the U.S.

l About Ipsos

Ipsos is an independent market research company

controlled and managed by research professionals.

Founded in France in 1975, Ipsos has grown into a

worldwide research group with a strong presence in all key

markets. Ipsos ranks fourth in the global research

industry.

With offices in 89 countries, Ipsos delivers insightful

expertise across five research specializations: brand,

advertising and media; customer loyalty; marketing; public

affairs research; and survey management.

Ipsos researchers assess market potential and interpret

market trends. They develop and build brands. They help

clients build long–term relationships with their customers.

They test advertising and study audience responses to

various media and they measure public opinion around the

globe.

Ipsos has been listed on the Paris Stock Exchange since

1999.
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Satellite Beach, FL  32937
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The Brighter Future of

Employee 
Engagement

Is your 401(k) plan being used 
as a primary tool to foster 
employee engagement?

If not, then it should be! More engaged employees 
lead to higher employee retention, better customer 
service, and overall positive operational health. All of 
these add directly to your bottom line. Start engaging 
today; contact us for a complimentary consultation!

A copy of FirstWave’s current written disclosure statement 
discussing our advisory services and fees is available upon request.
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By Arthur Germain
agermain@gocsg.com
Communication Strategy Group

RONKONKOMA, New York — Firefighters are often

looking to get more out of their gear and tech — anything

to stretch tight budgets and increase firefighting efficiency

and firefighter safety.

However, they are not always able to fully integrate the

latest technology for maximum impact, according to the

team at Island Tech Services, a leading provider of

advanced technology, mobility and vehicle solutions.

That’s why ITS consults directly with fire chiefs and

their crews — from Maine to Florida, and into the Central

States, Great Lakes, and Southeast regions — to help

them understand the latest tech and trends, and how to

get the most from those solutions. This lets them focus on

their missions without worrying about their tech gear.

“During a fire, firefighters must have the ability to

quickly locate FDC connection panels, fire alarm panels,

radio alarm boxes, floor and building exits and avoid

elevator shafts in a commercial property. They may also

need to look up hazardous material spill protocols before

they arrive at a scene,” says Shawn Krulder, a firefighting

technology specialist at ITS in New York.

“That requires a fully–rugged device that has been pre–

configured with the necessary communications connectiv-

ity and software to get the job done. That’s where our

customer partnership with ITS comes in.”

l Doing Double Duty with Durable Devices

Lack of experience installing and integrating the latest

tech gear can impede a fire department’s ability to get the

most from today’s solutions. This includes fully–rugged

devices — laptops and tablets built to withstand the

greatest amount of use and abuse in critical, high–stress

environments.

The latest generation of rugged devices, combined with

the appropriate software, can provide critical fire scene

information before firefighters enter a commercial

building. Evaluating the cost difference between processor

options, for example, impacts how quickly the laptop or

tablet can return results with critical information before

being on–scene.

This same device can then convert a heavy rescue

apparatus into an incident commander’s on–scene

command post with the addition of a set of inexpensive

rear–mounted monitors to display integrated, body–worn

camera feeds from fire crews.

Software plays a big part in enabling firefighting crews

to improve their abilities on the scene of a fire. The

industry relies on software from a range of vendors to

provide fire emergency response, crew scheduling,

mapping and GIS, and fire records management. The

ability to integrate the necessary software and access the

internet for mapping tools is critical to firefighters when

rolling up on the scene of a fire.

In addition, the selection and installation of the right

fully rugged device for the job may not always be an

obvious choice. For example, in Massachusetts and New

York, where firefighters are often also EMS responders,

ambulances may prefer laptops while fire apparatuses

may prefer tablets.

“ITS helps fire crews make sense of the available

technology choices, then we can pre–configure and install

the required software for them. This eliminates guesswork

and reduces the time to get tech tools into the field where

they’re needed,” says Kory Koster, a firefighting technology

specialist at ITS in Massachusetts.

l Want to Learn More?

Subscribe to the ITS Newsletter to get insights and

information about the tools and technologies needed to

serve your communities at itsg.us.com/subscribe–to–our–

newsletter.

ITS is a FirstNet dealer program to better support

emergency communications for first responders. Read

about it at ow.ly/RCU330lGtTT.

l About ITS

For nearly 20 years, ITS has helped customers incorpo-

rate technology in their work to increase performance,

efficiency and security. Our comprehensive and integrated

technologies and services span from headquarters, to field

techs, to command vehicles.

For more information or to schedule a consultation with

ITS firefighting specialists, call (888) 615–2770 or visit

www.itsg.us.com.

Island Tech Services provides guidance, direction for firefighters as they purchase leading technology

Beckner closes sale of two properties in Brevard County
Lightle Beckner Robison Inc. recently announced that Robert Beckner has successfully negotiated and closed the sale

of two properties. The properties are located at 8060 Highway A1A in Melbourne Beach and 1017 Pathfinder Way in

Rockledge. Lightle Beckner Robison is a full–service real–estate firm specializing in office, retail, industrial, investment

property asset property management. The company serves Brevard County and the entire states of Florida and Georgia.

For additional information on the firm, visit www.TeamLBR.com.
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Florida Council of 100’s ‘Project Sunrise’ shines
light on state’s path to bright economic future

By Bob Ward

Florida is a very different place than it

was the last time a new governor was

heading into his first summer as chief

executive. We are seeing more opportuni-

ties, and our state’s economy is as strong as

it has been in a long time. And, although

there are challenges that remain, the

Florida Council of 100, a leading nonparti-

san organization of business and civic

leaders for almost 60 years, believes such

challenges can be overcome with innova-

tive, strategic and collaborative ap-

proaches.

The Florida Council of 100 spent 18

months crafting “Project Sunrise” — a

detailed economic study that provides a

comprehensive dive into the opportunities

and challenges facing Florida leaders in the

decades ahead.

Project Sunrise shows us not only where

we are as a state, but also provides specific

approaches to help get us to where we need

to be. It details how we can transform

Florida’s economy into one that doesn’t just

grow but thrives.

Key to Florida’s future success will be a

diversified economy that easily withstands

economic shocks. As Florida strengthens

and modernizes its economy, we must focus

on the areas of public investment, research

and development, innovation and health,

among others.

With nearly 25 percent of Florida

households still lacking Internet access,

Project Sunrise strongly recommends the

state make targeted infrastructure

investments to spark certain areas,

especially rural regions located outside of

major population centers.

The need to make investments in

Florida’s rural regions is why Project

Sunrise is supportive of the newly created

Multi–use Corridors of Regional Economic

Significance Program (M–CORES Pro-

gram). A vision of Florida Senate President

Bill Galvano, the M–CORES Program will

advance the planning and development of

three new multi–use corridors.

This effort was supported by Speaker

Oliva and signed into law by Gov. Ron

DeSantis earlier this month. The corridors

will have many positive impacts on Florida,

including transportation and technological

infrastructure creation and improvement.

The corridors will also connect rural

areas to metro areas, which will help

revitalize rural communities, enhance

rural regions’ economic competitiveness

and enable economic prosperity throughout

all of Florida.

Because we believe in the need for these

infrastructure corridors, recently, the

Florida Council of 100 proudly announced

they stand in support of the Connecting

Florida coalition. This just–launched

coalition focuses on infrastructure needs for

Florida’s future, which includes connecting

rural communities, and providing safe and

efficient commerce and evacuation routes.

Importantly, Connecting Florida also

works to protect and enhance our precious

natural resources.

Florida has emerged as a worldwide

economic powerhouse, and we now have a

unique opportunity to become the state

where dynamic and exciting innovations

lead the way. The Florida Council of 100’s

Project Sunrise provides a path for how

Florida can get there, and community and

business leaders, alongside Floridians,

should become familiar with the report to

see how they can do their part to help our

state thrive.

Bob Ward is the president and CEO of
Florida Council of 100. To learn more
about Project Sunrise, visit Florida
Council of 100’s website at bit.ly/
31FILZZ. To learn more about Connect-
ing Florida, visit www.connectingfl.com.

Melbourne Main Street to host Summer Sidewalk Sale July 13
Melbourne Main Street, a state–accredited Main Street organization, will host its third

annual Summer Sidewalk Sale from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday, July 13, in historic

downtown Melbourne.

Marie Marcinkowski, the event coordinator at Melbourne Main Street, says, “This

event just keeps getting better every year. This year we have over 35 merchants partici-

pating with more than 35 amazing raffle giveaways.”

The participating downtown shops include The Fancy Flamingo, Glitter Alley, Unique

Treasures, Betty’s Antiques, From Olives and Grapes, and Sendala’s. All the stores will be

running special sales and promotions, gifts with purchase deals, and more.

Todd Rosborough brokers sale of a 32,000–square foot facility
Todd Rosborough of Cornerstone Commercial Associates LLC brokered the sale of a

32,000–square–foot office/flexible space located at 1045 and 1055 S. John Rodes Blvd. in

West Melbourne. The facility will be the new corporate headquarters for a national

company with facilities throughout the United States.

The seller, Woodland II Ltd., was represented by CIA Development Inc.

Rosborough’s local firm specializes in the sale and leasing of industrial properties

throughout Brevard County.
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Rudram Engineering Inc.
Continued from page 12

presents a great growth opportunity for Rudram

Engineering.”

The 8(a) program is a nine–year business–develop-

ment program that provides certified participants with

valuable resources, including business training,

counseling, marketing, and technical assistance, as

these small businesses pursue growth and add employ-

ees to their staffs.

The first four years of the program are the “develop-

mental” stage and the last five are considered the

“transition” stage. The goal of the program is to have

8(a) firms “graduate” and go on to thrive in a competitive

business environment. Patel said it took his company

more than one year to earn 8(a) certification. “It’s a

rigorous application process.”

Rudram Engineering is also ISO–compliant and is

set to have an official audit to become certified, said

Patel.

The ISO is an entity based in Switzerland. Its major

work is the creation of voluntary standards. Businesses

can choose, but are not obligated, to comply with these

standards.

ISO was established in 1947 and has more than

19,000 international standards in a range of fields, from

manufacturing processes to health care. ISO standards

are recognized as compliance benchmarks in many

different industries.

“We already have a place in the office picked out

where we are going to showcase our ISO certification,”

said Patel.

He said his company will also be working to gain

full CMMI certification. It is currently “appraised at

Level 3.” The Capability Maturity Model Integration is a

maturity evaluation model for system, product (hard-

ware), and software development. Its purpose is the

control of engineering processes and consequently end

product and service quality control.

Many organizations can benefit from using a

capability maturity model, like CMMI, to measure their

capabilities against best practices and pinpoint which

ones drive higher performance across the enterprise.

Yet another certification Rudram Engineering holds

is the Minority Business Enterprise, awarded by the

National Minority Supplier Development Council, which

works to advance business opportunities for certified

minority business enterprises.

One of the country’s leading corporate membership

organizations, NMSDC was chartered in 1972 to provide

increased procurement and business opportunities for

minority businesses of all sizes.

The NMSDC network includes a national office in

New York City and 23 affiliate regional councils across

the country.

Rudram Engineering is also involved in product

development. It has developed a software product that

caters to the commercial electro–plating industry. The

trademarked product is called “Procalc.”

“We are proud of it. We did all the software for the

product. We used our own proprietary algorithms to

develop Procalc. One of our key strategic partners in this

venture is Ken Poucket, out of Michigan. He has more

than 35 years’ experience in the electro–plating indus-

try. A lot of his knowledge ended up in our software,”

said Patel.

Poucket is an expert in the electro–plating industry.

He’s become a subject matter expert in the plating areas

of zinc, zinc nickel, zinc iron, tin zinc, cadmium,

phosphating, mechanical plating, and process improve-

ments and controls, for instance.

“We are excited about the potential of Procalc. We

own the patent for that product,” said Patel, who holds a

Six Sigma Black Belt Certification through the Ameri-

can Society of Quality.

Six Sigma is a set of techniques and tools for process

improvement. It was introduced by engineer Bill Smith

while working at Motorola in 1980. CEO Jack Welch

made it central to his business strategy at General

Electric in 1995.

While it has a growing base of clients around the

nation, Patel said Rudram Engineering is looking to

build its customer relationships in Brevard County and

Florida in general.

“We have a team of professionals with extensive

experience and we also provide technical resource

augmentation, which can give us big bench–strength for

projects. We have an active profile in our pipeline to do

the recruiting work. So, whenever we need it, we can use

our service to hire the talent right away and put them on

a contract right away. That is something we do as a core

business,” he said.

Resource augmentation is also known as contracting.

Companies hire employees on a contract basis, based on

the length of the project on which help is needed. This is

especially ideal for small businesses that need additional

help or expertise at certain times on certain projects.

“We have structured the company to grow using the

resources we have and to be able to leverage additional

resources when needed. That flexibility gives us some

great options to work with a wide range of clients.”

Health First
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Primary Care Providers
Accepting New Patients
Health First has providers accepting new patients in your 
area. To make an appointment, call 321.978.0180.

Our top priority is your wellness and health.

Convenient locations throughout Brevard.

Experienced physicians who will care for you like family.

Visit myHFMG.org
Central Scheduling Hours:
Monday to Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Excluding major holidays
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Smoke–free workplaces are good for health and for business;
Brevard Tobacco Initiative works with entities in community

Valarie L. James
vjames@circlesofcare.org
Brevard Tobacco Initiative

Many people have higher levels of

exposure to secondhand smoke than they

believe, and much of it happens in the

workplace. While many workplaces are

smoke–free because of a local or state

smoke–free law, many other workplaces

still allow smoking. Since people spend

most of their waking hours at work,

smoking in the workplace causes a great

deal of harm to both employers and

employees.

Smoke–free workplace policies not only

protect workers from the health dangers of

secondhand smoke, but they result in a

more efficient work environment.

Employers concerned about their

employees may be able to improve their

health and help them be more productive

by creating tobacco–free workplaces. Many

state and local governments now require

workplaces to be smoke–free. Making your

workplace completely tobacco–free can

have an even greater impact. Both tobacco

user and non–user employees may be

helped by such policies.

Benefits of a tobacco–free workplace

For the employees

l A tobacco–free environment helps

create a safer, healthier workplace.

l Workers who are bothered by smoke

will not be exposed to it at work.

l Tobacco users who want to quit may

have more of a reason to do so.

l Those who use tobacco may appreciate

a clear company policy about tobacco use at

work.

l Managers are relieved when there is a

clearly defined process for dealing with

tobacco in the workplace.

For the employer

l A tobacco–free environment helps

create a safer, healthier workplace.

l Direct health care costs to the

company may be reduced.

l A clear plan that is carefully put into

action by the employer to lower employees’

exposure to secondhand smoke shows the

company cares.

l Employees may be less likely to miss

work due to tobacco–related illnesses.

l Maintenance costs go down when

tobacco, smoke, matches, and cigarette

butts are taken off of company grounds.

l The risk of fires is lower.

l It may be possible to get lower rates

on health, life, and disability insurance

coverage as fewer employees use tobacco.

l It’s not only lost productivity that

hurts businesses, the increased health care

costs of having employees who smoke is

another hit to the budget. For an employer,

insuring someone who smokes costs $2,000

more every year than insuring a non–

smoker. A typical smoker will rack up an

additional $16,000 in lifetime medical bills.

Between losses in productivity and health

care costs, an employee who smokes will

cost a business $6,000 per year.

l Employers are increasingly recogniz-

ing that helping their employees quit

smoking can provide a noticeable boost to

their bottom line. Many workplaces are

introducing smoking cessation programs

that can benefit everyone involved.

Tobacco use remains the leading

preventable cause of death in the U.S.

Each year in the U.S., roughly 480,000

people die of an illness caused by smoking

cigarettes.

More than 8.6 million Americans

currently suffer from at least one serious

illness caused by smoking. All tobacco

products are harmful.

Smokeless tobacco (chewing tobacco,

snus, and snuff) is addictive, contains

dozens of cancer–causing agents, and may

cause oral cancer and other diseases.

PMC Auxiliary seeks volunteers; wide range of positions open
TITUSVILLE — Parrish Medical Center volunteers have logged more than 2.6 million

hours to help, share and give back to our community since 1959. And the organization is

currently seeking dedicated and compassionate individuals to devote time and talent

working with patients, their families and hospital care partners.

Auxiliary membership is open to all with a sincere interest in community service and

in helping PMC fulfill its mission, vision and values on behalf of the community served. In

addition to adult volunteer opportunities, the Auxiliary also has volunteer opportunities

for teens ages 15 to19.

PMC’s Auxiliary care partners, through their volunteerism and the revenue generated

by the operation of the Pink Angel Gift Shop as well as other fundraising activities, have

made meaningful differences in the lives of many people in the community. They serve as

helping hands and as compassionate companions to patients in a time of need, award

scholarships to area students pursuing higher education and careers in healthcare and

contribute to childhood development programs and services, among many other contribu-

tions.

“Being an Auxilian at Parrish Medical Center is not only rewarding, it’s fun,” said

Martha Larchar, Auxiliary vice president. “We are honored to donate our time, and

fortunate to be able to share our talents, make new friends and grow our skills with others

in our community.”

For more information on volunteer opportunities, visit parrishhealthcare.com/volun-

teer or call (321) 268–6333, extension 7182.

Cocoa Village Playhouse
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Hospice of Health First
Continued from page 13

can give,” said Simpson, who has worked for Hospice of

Health First for five years as a key team member.

Hospice care is covered by Medicare, Medicaid, most

private insurance plans, HMOs, and other managed–care

organizations. Typically, a family member serves as the

primary caregiver and, when appropriate, helps make

decisions for the terminally ill individual.

Members of the hospice staff make regular visits to

assess the patient and provide additional care or other

services. Hospice staff is on–call 24 hours a day, seven

days a week.

Hospice of Health First provides care throughout

Brevard County. It serves roughly 270 patients, said

Ludwig, who will mark her 30th year with the organiza-

tion in 2020. The organization’s roots in the community go

back to 1978.

“When I started in 1990, I was one of three nurses. The

organization then served about 38 patients. Today, we

have 22 full–time nurses just for our daily case–manage-

ment piece.”

Ludwig says the work she does at Hospice of Health

First “is not a job, but a calling. It’s a very special group of

people who devote their careers to hospice.”

Hospice is credited with saving Medicare money,

according to a new study titled “Hospice: Leading Interdis-

ciplinary Care,” released by the National Hospice and

Palliative Care Organization, or NHPCO. The study

outlines the key aspects, goals, and benefits of hospice

care.

The document was commissioned by NHPCO and

developed by Dobson/DaVanzo & Associates. It is intended

to serve as a comprehensive guide for policymakers and

stakeholders who seek to learn more about the Medicare

hospice benefit and understand why an integrated,

person–centered care model should be adopted more

broadly in America’s evolving health–care landscape.

While demonstrating the value of hospice and articu-

lating how the coordinated care model is best able to meet

the unique needs of seriously ill patients and their

families, the study also provides research showing that

hospice care is cost–effective for Medicare and its benefi-

ciaries.

By avoiding “expensive treatments and procedures

solely designed to prolong the life of terminally ill patients,

hospice users save Medicare dollars while still receiving

quality, patient–preferred, end–of–life care on their own

terms,” the report says.

The study further concludes that knowledge and access

to information and services should be widely available for

patients and families evaluating advance care planning

and treatment options.

“Nationally, people are only using hospice for about 30

days,” said Ludwig.

In order to be eligible to receive hospice care, a

beneficiary must be determined to have a terminal illness,

which is defined as having a prognosis of six months or

less if the disease or illness runs its normal course.

A key component of hospice organizations is volun-

teers. They play an indispensable role in enabling hospices

to offer the best care possible for patients — living with

life–limiting illnesses— and their families and caregivers.

“A lot of our volunteers are people who have lost a

family member in hospice and this is their way of giving

back because they are so appreciate of the care that the

family member received from our hospice team,” said

Ludwig.

She added, “We are always recruiting for hospice

volunteers. We conduct hospice training four times a year,

or more, for people who are interested in working with

hospice. Volunteers are a cornerstone of our organization.”

Volunteer opportunities exist in a variety of different

areas of Hospice of Health First, including patient/family

support, community outreach, special events, clerical,

bereavement, transportation, and pharmacy delivery. For

more information on hospice volunteer opportunities, call

(321) 952–0494.

Some 420,000 hospice–trained volunteers provide more

than 19 million hours of service every year to people who

are on the journey at life’s end. According to the Indepen-

dent Sector — a national membership organization that

brings together a diverse set of nonprofits, foundations,

and corporations to advance the common good — an hour

of volunteer time in America is valued at $24.69, which

means that hospice volunteers are providing more than

$469 million in service every year.

It is mandated under Medicare that 5 percent of all

patient–care hours be provided by trained volunteers.

More than 1.5 million people in America — and their

family caregivers — are cared for by hospice every year.

Hospice volunteers are honored for the service they

provide to patients and family caregivers, but they also

assist in the office, help raise awareness of hospice,

contribute to educational programs, support grief and

bereavement activities, provide fundraising support, and

more.

“By sharing their time, energy and expertise, hospice

volunteers touch the lives of so many people. They are

truly special individuals. We thank them for their work in

the community,” said Ludwig.

Catholics Schools
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Whittaker Cooper Financial Group
Continued from page 1

can create millionaires from average people.

For example, a 25–year–old making $50,000 a year

would only need to save and invest 10 percent and would

have a staggering $2.4 million at age 65. This is assuming

a 10 percent return in the stock market and assuming this

25–year–old never even gets a raise.

“Most people who are nearing retirement age have less

than $100,000 in savings, according to various national

surveys that have been conducted by financial institutions

and organizations,” said Whittaker.

“That’s scary. How do you not run out of money in

retirement if all you have is $100,000 and social security,

between husband and wife. I’m guessing that the average

couple has around $30,000 saved.”

A report from the U.S. General Accounting Office found

that most households approaching retirement have “low

amounts of savings.” And a study conducted by Harris Poll

on behalf of Northwestern Mutual found that one–in–

three baby–boomers, the generation closest to retirement

age, only have between “$0 and $25,000 in retirement

savings.”

Despite deep political polarizations, Americans are

united in their concern about retirement. In overwhelming

numbers, Americans say the nation faces a “retirement

crisis,” with Democrats at 80 percent, Republicans at 75

percent, and Independents at 75 percent.

These findings are contained in a new research report

titled “Retirement Insecurity 2019: Americans’ Views of

the Retirement Crisis.”

The findings are published by the National Institute on

Retirement Security in Washington, D.C., and based on

research conducted by Greenwald & Associates.

“Survey after survey really pinpoints and highlights the

dire situation that a lot of people approaching retirement

find themselves facing,” said Whittaker, who is on a

mission to get people to save more money for their

retirement.

“I am always mindful of the huge responsibility clients

place on us, entrusting us with their retirement assets and

with their assets in general. It’s their livelihood. That’s

something you think about all the time as a financial

advisor,” he added.

In 2020, Whittaker will mark his 35th year in business

in the local market. His practice partner is CPA Wayne

Cooper, who joined him in 2002.

Together, they’ve built one of the region’s most success-

ful two–sided practices, offering both comprehensive

accounting services and financial–planning services.

Whittaker started his certified public accounting career

as a field auditor and appeals officer with the Internal

Revenue Service. “I was based out of Tampa. The IRS is a

great training ground for CPAs.”

He also worked at Patrick Air Force Base for the Air

Force Audit Agency, and was involved in reviewing

Eastern Range contracts.

In 1985, Whittaker took the entrepreneurial route and

established his CPA practice in Melbourne.

“We started at 250 N. Babcock St. That building still

exists today. We had a one–room office. It was a humble

beginning,” said Whittaker, a graduate of the University of

Florida and the University of Central Florida, adding, “We

didn’t even have a copy machine. When we had to make

copies of documents, we went to Florida Tech and put

quarters into their copy machine.”

Whittaker had different partners through the years.

“Wayne joined me in 2002. He was a partner in a firm in

the Virginia Beach area. It was one of the largest firms in

that state. They sold to a regional firm.”

Whittaker said he was introduced to Cooper by John

Banks, who ran First Union and then Wachovia Bank in

Brevard County for many years. Banks died earlier this

year at age 76.

“We were working out at a gym one day. I was on a

Stairmaster. John suggested that I meet Wayne Cooper,

who was a CPA and had just moved here from Virginia

Beach. John and I had mutual clients at that time. So

John set it up and Wayne came to the gym and worked out

with us. This was around the time I was looking to expand

the firm and offer financial–planning services. But I knew

I had to do one or the other — either CPA work or financial

planning — but not both.”

Whittaker said he told Cooper of his idea to move into

financial planning. “I thought it would be a good mix for

the firm. He really liked the idea. So we became partners.

Wayne started running the CPA firm, and I started

building the financial–planning firm.”

Whittaker added, “We associated with Raymond James

Financial Services around October 2002. We’ve had a great

relationship with Raymond James. They have really

grown and evolved, and we have grown with them. And we

have grown with Brevard County.”

“We operate as an independent contractor. This is one

of Raymond James’ business models. It has been a great fit

for us. Paul Riley (Raymond James CEO) has put a lot of

money into computerization, and today we have some of

the best processes in the business,” Whittaker said.

Riley rose to CEO of Raymond James in 2010 after

joining the firm’s management team as president and

CEO–designate a year before, but he has served on the

company’s board of directors since 2006. He took over the

CEO role from the retiring Tom James, son of the

company’s founder, Bob James.

“Raymond James is a very personable firm with a great

culture and is on the cutting edge of the industry with its

products, services, and systems,” said Whittaker, whose

company has offices on West Hibiscus Boulevard in

Melbourne and at One Senior Place on Spyglass Hill Road

in Viera.

Last year, Raymond James launched a suite of

longevity–planning resources to support the firm’s 7,500

financial advisors as they guide clients through challenges

associated with longer retirements.

“As people are living longer, retirement planning as we

know it is being replaced by longevity planning,” said

Whittaker, adding that this concept requires holistic

thinking from the individual, family, and societal perspec-

tives.

The point is retirement is not a brief period of life after

full–time work. Rather, retirement is equal to one–third of

your adult life, according to various studies. Today, living

well into one’s 80s and beyond can be expected.

The longevity–planning resources of Raymond James

address four main objectives: Financial Planning,

Wellness Planning, Risk Management, and Estate

Planning.

With so many factors affecting clients’ financial well–

being in retirement, financial advisors like Whittaker are

uniquely positioned to be a “center–point advisor” by

providing guidance, resources, and referrals to help clients

address new challenges.

“The suite of practical, valuable longevity–planning

tools is a key part of my planning process,” said Whittaker,

one of about 40 Raymond James financial advisors who

comprised the original Retirement Solutions Advisory

Board, which was just renamed the Longevity Advisory

Board. The members provide insight and feedback on new

products for Raymond James.

A recent article in “Fast Company” magazine said it’s

time to pay attention to the “$15 trillion (worldwide)

business of growing old.” In the United States, those 50

and older accounted for $7.6 trillion of economic activity in

2015, the article says, “almost half the country’s gross

domestic product.”

The story goes on to say “marketers have it wrong. The

most important consumer group isn’t the 18–to–24–year–

old set, as conventional wisdom has it. It’s older adults.”

Whittaker said one of the unique offerings for Raymond

James financial advisors is through PinnacleCare, a

private health advisory firm. PinnacleCare and Raymond

James announced a strategic agreement under which

Raymond James financial advisors have access to

PinnacleCare’s “Connection” services to offer their clients.

Until now, Connection services — which help clients

navigate health–care challenges and facilitate access to top

doctors and hospitals for serious medical conditions —

have only been available on an “episodic basis” to em-

ployer, association, and other group markets.

“The PinnacleCare agreement is something special. We

have great physicians in Brevard, but sometimes a patient

has to go out of the area for specialized care and treatment.

If, for example, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

is the best place for a particular patient to be treated, then

PinnacleCare sets up the appointment and coordinates

everything, including getting there. It’s a cutting–edge

concept in concierge health care,” said Whittaker.

PinnacleCare’s Connection offering helps individuals

get answers to questions such as whether the diagnosis is

correct, who the best doctor is for a given condition, which

facility has the best outcomes, and whether surgery is

necessary.

“PinnacleCare’s health advisors help individuals better

understand their diagnosis and treatment options, and

much more,” he said.

They collect, organize, and review medical records,

coordinate transfer of medical records for review before a

scheduled appointment, and follow up to ensure patients

are on the right path.

“PinnacleCare is another tool in our toolkit. If we can

help just one or two people with this service, it’s a great

thing,” said Whittaker.

A number of years ago, Raymond James rolled out an

educational campaign to arm the firm’s advisors with tools

and techniques based on research from Massachusetts

Institute of Technology’s AgeLab, a multidisciplinary

research program.

The MIT AgeLab was created in 1999 to invent new

ideas, and creatively translate technologies into practical

solutions and products that improve people’s health and

enable them to “do things” throughout their lifespan.

The MIT AgeLab works with businesses, including

financial–services firms and banks, and government and

non–government organizations to improve the quality of

life of older people and those who care for them.

The MIT AgeLab applies “consumer–centered systems

thinking” to better understand the challenges and

opportunities of longevity and emerging generational

lifestyles to catalyze innovation across business markets.

“Raymond James is pretty much at the forefront in the

broker–dealer world in bringing these types of products to

financial advisors. An example is PinnacleCare’s con-

cierge–type service and physician recommendations,

aging–in–place and caregiver resources, fraud monitoring,

as well as other services that help improve the quality of

life of our clients.”

Whittaker added, “These are things I’m really excited

about as I work with clients. The financial side is very

important, but so is the quality of life and keeping your

health. We strive every day to deliver on both of those

components for our clients. I believe we make a difference

in people’s lives.”




